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ALLIANCES AND THE PATTERN OF COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES: A SECTORAL ANALYSIS 

by 

Reinhilde Veugelers 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

The competitive or comparative advantages of firms and nations have 

traditionally attracted a lot of attention from academic, but also from 

government and business communities, and currently enjoys a 

revitalisation since M. Porter's "Competitive Advantage of Nations". 

Where the latter argues that competitive advantage is created and 

sustained through a highly localized process driven by demand and factor 

conditions, the presence of related and supporting industries and firms' 

strategy, structure and rivalry, which is visualized in the famous 

"diamond", too little attention is devoted to incorporate the 

globalisation of production and markets within this structure. As 

Dunning (1993) and others argue, the still growing pervasiveness of 

multinational enterprises within the global economy implies a reappreasal 

of the origins and uses of the comparative advantage of countries, 

calling for a transnationalisation of the diamond's components . 

Similarly, international interdependency has increased not only through 

transactions within MNEs but also through cross-border alliances 

involving (trans)national companies. Where Porter recognizes the impact 

of alliances on comparative advantages when he argues for a strong 

domestic antitrust policy, warning against the negative impact of 

alliances on comparative advantages, he focuses on national alliances 

between industry champions, whereas a majority of core alliances cross 

national borders and are active on a global scale . 
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The phenomenon of alliances, being an integral part of the firms' 

strategy and industry rivalry, is intrinsically related to the pattern of 

competitive advantages. Companies actively use ventures to defend, 

create or rebuild their own competitive advantage. The classical 

advantages attributed to alliances related to cracking new market or new 

technologies, realizing economies through reorganisation and exploitation 

of complementarities, sharing fixed costs and monitoring and controlling 

competitive forces (a.o. Marity & Smiley (1983), Harrigan (1985), Porter 

& Fuller (1986), Contractor & Lorange (1988)) influence the 

competitiveness of firms, industries and nations. At the same time 

however, there are various costs and problems involved in alliances. Not 

only setup and coordination costs endanger the viability of alliances, 

but perhaps even more importantly, the often difficult to manage 

information flows expose valuable know-how to partners, endangering the 

technological advantages of firms (a.o. Hamel et al (1989), Bleeke & 

Ernst (1992)). In addition a sustained comparative advantage may be 

hampered when alliances among leading companies are used to create a more 

complacent collusive environment. 

Not only will the cost and benefits of alliances affect the 

comparative advantages of partners and their nations, but reciprocally, 

is the comparative advantages of partners and nations likely to shape the 

motives and pitfalls of alliances. When a strong company teams up with 

another strong partner, the scope for synergies and influence on the 

competition is wide open, but also exposure of know-how is more likely to 

have a pervasive impact. An alliance with a weaker partner, less adapt 

at implementing spilt over know how, may avoid this pitfall, while at the 

same time allowing for control of potential competition . However, with 

less to benefit from a weaker rival and with the potential of creating a 

stronger competitor in the long run when information flows are not well 



managed, a defensive attitude of the strong partner is more likely, 

rendering such asymmetric alliances also less attractive for weaker 

partners as instrument for (re)building a comparative advantage. An 

alliance between non-leading companies despite the thinner knowledge base 

on which to tap, may display an intense search for synergies and avoid 

the paternalisme of leading companies. 

Whereas the (a-)symmetric pattern of comparative advantage of 

partners is likely to affect the attractiveness of alliances in improving 

long-run performance of companies, the indepths of this relationship are 

not yet fully explored, nor the ways in which companies can manage this 

relationship through a careful choice of partners, organisational format 

and geographical and functional scope of the alliance. Such an analysis 

would further allow to finetune policy implications regarding alliances. 

This paper, building on a dataset of 668 alliances varying in size, 

nationality and industry structure, tries to unravel some of these 

issuesl. 

Section 2 details (significant) differences in alliance 

characteristics among Triad members, including organisational format, 

geographical scope as well as sectoral distribution. Before linking this 

different profile to the pattern of comparative advantages to distinguish 

different motives and problems of alliances in section 4, a sketch of the 

comparative advantages within the Triad is first presented in section 3. 

Section 4.2 examines the ability of comparative advantages to explain the 

frequency with which nations engage in alliances in industries and 

services, while section 4.3 studies the influence of comparative 

advantages on partner selection. For each of the 'core' sector in 

1. A detailed description of the database can be found in Veugelers 
(1993). 
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alliances, these relationships are examined into more detail in section 

4.4. A conclusion summarizes and evaluates the results. 

2. A PROFILE OF EC, US AND JAPANESE ALLIANCES. 

Given that information on the occurrence of alliances has been collected 

through the European financial press between january 1986 and june 1992, 

an overrepresentation of EC alliances prevails: 65% of all companies 

involved are European, about 81% of the alliances involve at least one 

European company. Given that in addition, US and Japanese companies 

account for resp 16% and 6% of all companies, non-Traid alliances play 

only a limited role. The impact of the nationality of the partners on 

the alliance profile, is examined in this section. 

2.1. Characteristics of EC, US and Japanese alliances 

Table 1 displays a number of important characteristics of EC, US and 

Japanese alliances. 
Table 1 

Alliances involving at least one 
Total EC US JAP 

partner 

No of alliances 557 78 

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE ALLIANCE 
X Joint Ventures 62% 61%* 69%** 78%** 
X Equal Participation 48% 44%* 42% 61% 

FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED WITHIN THE ALLIANCE 
X R&D activities 22% 23% 25% 28% 
X Distribution activities 59% 60% 56% 57% 

TECHNOLOGICAL LINK BETWEEN PARTNERS AND THE ALLIANCE 
X Horizontal Alliances 78% 78% 74% 73% 
X Vertical Alliances 18% 18% 22% 21% 

SYMMETRIC VERSUS ASYMMETRIC PARTNER CHARACTERISTICS 
X Horizontal Partners 55% 55% 46%** 41%** 
X Vertical Partners 30% 29% 39%** 37%** 
% Interregional 51% 49%** 88%** 95%** 
% Unequal Sized Partners 37% 36%** 41%** 36%** 
X Both Global Partners 16% 13%** 28%** 45%** 
X Unequal Experienced 55% 55% 58% 63% 

Note: The significance level pertains to the chi-squared test of a relationship between the variable 
considered and EC versus non-EC alliances, US versus non-US or Japanese versus non-Japanese 
alliances.**= 5%; *=10%; 
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Whereas US and Japanese alliances are significantly more of the joint 

venture type, EC alliances display a more pronounced preference for 

simple forms of coordination that do not involve the setup of a third 

entity, although in all cases, joint ventures are the predominant 

organisational format. EC alliances tend to be a little bit less on an 

equal participation footing . Concerning the activities that take place 

within the alliance, EC alliances involve less R&D and more 

distributional activities, but none of these differences are significant. 

Also on the technological link between the partner and the alliance, no 

significant difference emerges, where in all cases an overwhelming 

majority of the alliances is in the same sector (defined on the Nace 3 

digit level) as at least one of the partners. The technological link 

between the partners however, displays a significantly different profile 

for US and Japanese companies who tend to be less horizontally and more 

vertically related. This asymmetric profile of US and Japanese alliances 

is further expanded into more alliances between unequally sized companies 

for US alliances. The significantly larger % of US and Japanese 

alliances between partners that both are global players, i.e. have a 

ranking in Fortune, reflects their share in the world economy, but can 

also be attributed to the data collection process that is likely to 

capture more often the high profile non-EC alliances. 

US and Japanese companies, being more engaged in interregional, 

vertical and R&D alliances organised within a joint venture structure 

that involve a more intense commitment, are more likely to capitalize on 

long run synergy effects of alliances, while broadening their technology 

and market base . 
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2 . 2. Sectoral distribution of alliance activities 

A number of sectors are notable for their alliance activities, the so-

called "core" alliance sectors. These are electronics, chemicals, motor 

vehicles, and as a second tier pharmaceuticals, metal products, computers 

and industrial equipment for the industry. These "core" sectors are 

characterized by their R&D intensity (excl. metals), large scale (excl. 

metals), high concentration on a global scale (excl. chemicals), 

advertising intensity (excl. metals and chemicals), government 

intervention or non-tariff barriers (excl. metals and chemicals) (see 

Veugelers (1993)). With the exeption of metals, these characteristics 

are translated into an alliance profile that is fitted more for a full 

exploitation of synergies, less at controlling direct competitors, for 

which probably more effective mechanisms are at work, given the high 

concentration. This synergy focus prevails from the more pronounced 

concentration of alliances in "core" sectors on joint ventures (70%), on 

R&D alliances (41%), alliances that cross national borders (82%), are 

less horizontal (52%), and more vertical (39%), more between both global 

players (27%) and between companies of unequal size (45%) 2. Banking, 

company services and transportation and airlines take account of the bulk 

of the alliances in services. 

When distinguishing between the various Triad members, a 

differential sectoral pattern emerges. To expose this dissimilarity in 

sectoral distribution, a "revealed alliance intensity" measure is 

constructed, that allows to correct the sectoral distribution of each 

region for the total over- or under-representation of that region in the 

total sample. 

RAiij (revealed alliance intensity) ~ share of alliances with a 
partner from region i (i=EC, US, JAP) in total alliances within 

2. To compare these percentages with the total sample, see Table 1. All 
of the reported differences are significant. 
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industry j divided by the share in total industry alliances of 
alliances with a partner from region i; 

ALLi·/ALL· J J 

A similar measure is constructed for the distribution across service 

sectors. A RAiij larger than 1 implies that region i is overrepresented 

in sector j, indicating that it holds in this sector a share that exceeds 

its average presence . For the EC this average presence is 82% for the 

industry and 86% for the services. For the US this is resp 31% and 19%, 

revealing a stronger presence in industrial sectors. A similar pattern 

prevails for the Japanese alliances, where resp 15% and 8% of the 

alliances in resp industry and services involve a Japanese partner. 

Figure 1 resp 2 shows the revealed alliance intensity measure for a 

number of industries resp services3. The ranking of the industries and 

services follows the total number of alliances within these sectors 

(represented between brackets). 

Insert Figure 1 & 2 here 

EC companies tend to be especially overrepresented in sectors like 

insurance, communication, drink, tobacco, textiles, wholesale, metal 

products and transportation. Sectors in which the US penetration is more 

pronounced are company services, computers, aerospace, communication, 

pharmaceuticals. Japanese penetration is most pervasive in 

7 

pharmaceuticals, computers, scientific & photographic equipment, rubber & 

3. Sectors with ~10 alliances: minerals, petroleum refining, utilities, 
iron & steel, other transportation equipment, jewelry & watches, 
beverages, tobacco, leather, apparel, wood, furniture, construction, 
communication, rental services and hotels & restaurants are not 
represented in figure 1 but are included in the further analysis. No 
alliances are recorded in soap & cosmetics, textiles and toys & sporting 
goods. 



plastics, retail and communication. Within the sectors that can be 

considered as "core" technologies, electronics, chemicals, cars and 

computers, the EC is underrepresented, with the exeption of electronics. 

With the exeption of chemicals, in which no region is overrepresesented, 

the US and Japan are overrepresented in all "core" technologies. 
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Before linking this sectoral distribution of EC, US and Japanse 

alliances to the pattern of comparative advantages, the next section will 

first characterize the industries and services in which each of the Triad 

members holds a comparative advantage. 

3. A PROFILE OF COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE 

3.1. A measure of comparative advantage 

A sectoral comparative advantage is measured for the EC, US and Japan, as 

a proxy for the sectoral competitive position of the firms from these 

regions . This approach opens the door for errors, attributing 

comparative advantages to companies that hold no strong position in the 

sector in which its nation holds a strong position, or ignoring strong 

partners when its country of origin holds no strong position. To turn to 

the firm level would however drastically reduce the set of observations, 

given the lack of sufficient, reliable company data. 

A region's industry is defined to hold a comparative advantage, i.e. 

to be internationally successful, if it possesses a competitive advantage 

relative to worldwide competitors. A number of indicators are chosen to 

capture this international success: market share in world markets, 

presence of substantial exports to world markets and a positive trade 

balance with the rest of the world. 

Comparative advantage measured through share in global markets is 

captured through the variable GRCAij· 
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GRCAij - share in global sales in sector j of companies from region 
i div~ded by overall share in global sales of companies from region 
i: Year=l991 

GRCAij sij_ sales from region i in 
sector j; i=EC, US, JAP 

For the service sectors, a similar measure is constructed, but 
instead of sales, assets are used as the only available comparable 
measure across services. 

Source: Fortune Global 500, various issues. Insufficient data 
available for mining, other transportation equipment, apparel, 
furniture. 

World sales per industry are proxied by the sales of all companies in the 

Fortune 500 that are allocated to this industry.4 The denominator agains 

serves to correct for the overrepresentation of large economies. 

Similar to the revealed alliance intensity measure, a GRCAij larger 

than 1 implies that region i holds a comparative advantage in sector j , 

indicating that it holds in this sector a share in worldwide sales that 

exceeds its average share in world markets. Such a comparative advantage 

may be obtained even without a locational advantage for that region, as 

long as its global, mostly multinational companies hold strong ownership 

advantages, possible combined with locational advantages from the various 

countries in which they are active . 

The second measure, the traditional Balassa-index, measuring export 

share in world markets, is mainly based on locational advantages. It is 

4. Restricting the industry to the Fortune 500 may become more 
problematic for industries that are characterized by low minimum 
efficient scales, but such industries, like textiles, are also less 
actively engaged in alliances . The same argument explains the separate 
analysis on service sectors, being typically lower in average size than 
industry sectors. Measuring competitiveness on a global scale is 
relevant for global industries where the relevant market is the world, 
but less so for local or regional industries. However again most of the 
active sectors in alliances are global, cf the 'core' technologies and 
banking and company services, see also Table A.l. For typically local 
sectors, the regions that enjoy a large home base, are more likely to 
have a favorable score on GRCA . 



furthermore valuable in cases when a country may display no revealed 

comparative advantage in terms of global sales in a sector because its 

companies are allocated to industries where their main activities are 

situated or because they are allocated according to the nationality of 

their parent. The trade measure avoids this problem since its data 

collection starts at the product and not the company level. 

XRCAi· -region i's share in world exports in sector j divided by 
regia~ i's overall share in world exports; Year=l991 

XRCAi. 
J 

xi.;x· J J 
xij~exports to the world from country i 

in sector j 

Source: OECD, Foreign Trade Statistics No data available for 
aerospace, toys & sporting goods and all service sectors. 

A second trade measure is used, which captures a region's trade balance 

for the various sectors, TRCAij· 

TRCAij - Trade balance of country i in industry j as a % of total 
trade flows of country i in industry j. Year-1991. 

TRCAij 

Source: OECD, Foreign Trade Statistics No data available for 
aerospace, toys & sporting goods and all service sectors. 

For the service sectors, no trade statistics are available, and 

comparative advantages are only based on GRCA. For industries, share in 

global sales is again the predominant proxy for allocating comparative 

advantages to regions. If GRCAij is smaller than 1, it is only if 

XRCAij> 1 and TRCAij > 0 that the region is attributed a comparative 

advantage 5 

10 

5. The comparative advantage measures are only considered for one year, 
1991, because of incomparable Fortune data for previous years. But given 
that not the absolute values of these proxies are used in further 
analysis, but only whether they are smaller or larger than 1, and given 
that a combination of proxies are used, the pattern is more likely to be 
consistent over time. 



Using the country level instead of the company level for measuring 

competitive positions is less of a problem for the US and Japan, given 

that resp. 49% and 65% of the companies from the nations within the 

database have a ranking in Fortune. For the EC, only 33% of the 

companies in the database have a ranking in Fortune. In addition, the EC 

is considered to be an integrated bloc, which cannot be taken for granted 

in general. This implies that a EC nation may be attributed a 

comparative advantage if other member states hold a strong enough 

position to yield a EC comparative advantage, and vice versa. 

Readjusting the scope of the analysis to each country separately, leaves 

an unmanageable and unreliable dataset, given the restricted number of 

observations per sector. 

3.2 A profile of comparative advantages 

Figures 3 resp. 4 report for the industries resp. services that are most 

actively engaged in alliances, their scoring on the GRCA variable. If a 

region holds no comparative advantage in terms of global sales, but does 

in terms of trade (exports and trade balance), an arrow indicates its 

position in XRCA. 

Insert figures 3 & 4 here 

EC companies hold a competitive advantage in the "core" chemicals sector, 

rubber & plastics, and to a lesser extent in equipment, cars, food, 

printing & publishing. Pharmaceuticals is an example where the 

diversification from chemical companies leaves a comparative position to 

be detected only in trade flows. In addition, a strong EC position 

prevails in industries less active in alliances such as minerals, oil 

refining and steel. 

The US holds a strong position in high tech sectors like scientific 

equipment, computers, aerospace and pharmaceuticals. Rubber & plastics 

11 



and chemicals still accord a comparative advantage to the US, but only in 

trade performance . Both global sales and trade data suggest that the US 

no longer enjoys a comparative advantage in cars. 

Japan holds a strong comparative position in most "core" alliance 

sectors: electronics, cars, metals, equipment, computers & office 

equipment, as well as in rubber & plastics, scientific & photographic 

equipment, but the latter only in trade flows. However, Japanese 

advantages do not extend into aerospace, pharmaceuticals and chemicals. 

In services, the EC only holds a comparative advantage in banking, 

which is however a core alliance sector . The size of its horne market is 

clearly an advantage that the US can use in service sectors. With the 

exeption of wholesale and transportation, the US has a comparative 

advantage in all service sectors. In banking, its low scoring is due to 

commercial banks and despite the better position for savings 

institutions. Japan only holds a competitive position in wholesale, 

transportation and commercial banking . But as the wider spread of the 

ratio demonstrates, service data need to be handled with more care. 

Given that especially Japan holds a strong comparative position in 

"core" alliance sectors, whereas the EC does not come out very strongly 

in these sectors, a closer look at the connection between alliances and 

comparative advantages is clearly warranted. 

4. A MAPPING OF THE SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF ALLIANCES WITH COMPARATIVE 

ADVANTAGES 

4.1. The impact of comparative advantages on alliances 

12 

A sector's engagement in alliances and its comparative advantage profile 

are confronted to check whether competitiveness is able to explain the 

frequency with which sectors and nations engage in alliances, and whether 



the pattern of partner's comparative advantages can reveal different 

motives and problems of alliances. Combining the RCA and RAI yields the 

following four possible outcomes: 

Figure 5 

RCAi ·>1 
6 J 

B Avoid alliances to 
safeguard 

comparative advantage 

RAI i j<1 

D :Devoid of alliance 
for lack of 

comparative advantage 

A :Use alliances to 
defend 
further develop 

comparative advantage 

c Use alliances to 
(re)build 

comparative advantage 

Given that alliances provide the possibility to exploit synergies or 

acquire access to or controlling partner's markets and know how, the 

strong presence of a country in alliances can be aimed at building a 

comparative advantage (quadrant C) or at further developing or defending 

its comparative advantage (quadrant A). In quadrant B, a country is 

protecting its strong position by avoiding alliances certainly when 

potential partners may attempt to build a comparative advantage through 

tapping on their partner's advantage. The alliances that still come out 

here may be aimed at capitalizing on comparative advantages in other 

industries or in other markets through alliances with local partners, 

when other modes such as diversification, exports or direct investment 

13 

may be less valid. Also a control of actual or potential competitors may 

drive alliances in this area. Finally, in quadrant D, the 

underrepresentation of alliances reflects the low attractiveness of 

companies given their lack of comparative advantage. Alliances can be 

used to (re)build a strong position but require that the interest of 

partners can be stirred. This may happen for example when market access 

is offered in return for technology, or when a strong position in another 



industry can be brought in the alliance. Section 4.2 presents for each 

region, the distribution of sectors over the four quadrants. 

A better understanding of the various motives that drive companies 

to engage or not in alliances, depending on whether or not they enjoy a 

strong position, requires also an analysis of the partner's position in 

world markets. Synergy effects or technology access thrive on 

(comparative) advantages of partners. As such, companies without 

comparative advantages will aim for alliances preferably with 

nationalities that do have a (comparative) advantage. The control motive 

does not necessarily require partner's comparative advantages since it 

can prevail against actual strong competitors, but also against potential 

competitors. Similarly market access does not require a strong partner 

profile of partners. Section 4.3 completes the analysis by confronting 

the comparative advantage of both partners. 

A more complete analysis of driving forces behind alliances further 

requires distinguishing between the comparative advantage in the 

technology of the alliance versus the sectors in which the partners are 

active, a topic that is also dealt with in section 4.3. and is of 

particular relevance for a minority of vertical and independent 

alliances. 

4.2. Comparative advantages in the sector of the alliance 

14 

Before presenting the sectoral distribution over the four quadrants of 

figure 2 for each Triad member, a first glimpse at the importance of each 

of the quadrants for the EC, US and Japan, is presented in Table 2. 



Table 2 

X of total alliances X of total sales 

EC us JAP EC us JAP 

INDUSTRY" 
Quadrant A (RAI>1; RCA>1) 28X 35X 53 X 14X 32X 48X 
Quadrant B (RAI<1; RCA>1) 33X 26X 3X 58X 18X ~ 
Quadrant C (RAI>1; RCA<1) 32X 26X 32X 1n 30X 3X 
Quadrant D CRAI<1; RCA<1) 6X 13X 12X n 1n 41X 

"No similar attempt has been made for services given the too skewed distribution of comparative 
advantages. 

In industries where the EC holds a comparative advantage, it is more 

likely to display minor alliance activities, where the opposite holds for 

the US and Japan. Quadrant B is more important than quadrant A for the 

EC not only in terms of number of alliances, but also in terms of 

importance of these sectors, as measured by share in total industry 

sales. In sectors where the EC holds no comparative advantage, it is 

more likely to be actively engaged in alliances. Quadrant C is more 

important than quadrant D, not only in terms of number of alliances but 

also in terms of share of total industry sales. For the most important 

industries in which Japan holds no comparative advantage, it is 

underrepresented in alliances. 

All this seems to suggest that the EC is using alliances more 

actively than the US and Japan te (re)build a stronger competitive 

position in world markets where it is currently behind, while at the same 

time displaying a more defensive alliance attitude in industries where it 

enjoys a comparative advantage. The US and Japan take a less defensive 

stance in industries where they do enjoy a comparative advantage, perhaps 

being better at managing the pitfalls that these alliances entail. 

To understand this pattern better, a deeper dive into the quadrants 

is required. For the EC the sectoral distribution over the four outcomes 

of figure 2 looks as follows: 
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Figure 6 

RCAEC·>1 
.J 

Chemicals (37) 
car manufacturing (32> 
Food (11) 
Rubber & Plastics (11) 
Oil refining (5) 
Iron & Steel (3) 

RAIEC·<1 
J 

Company Services (44) 
Personal Services (19) 
Computer & Office Equipment (17) 
Retail ( 16) 
Airlines (15) 
IJood (2) 
Hotels & Restaurants (2) 

Banking (50) 
Pharmaceuticals (21) 
Metal Products (20) 
Mechanical Engineering (17) 
Printing & Publishing (10) 
Mineral Products (10) 
Drink (7) 

Electr(on)ic Equipment (67) 
Transportation (29) 
Insurance (28) 
IJholesale (20) 
Aerospace (11) 
Scient & Photo Equipment (11) 
Construction (7) 
Communication (7) 
Tobacco (2) 

Note: Between brackets are the number of EC alliances in the sector 

Characteristics of alliances per EC quadrant 

A B c 
X of total Alliances 25X 19X 34X 

X Joint Ventures ** 53 X 81X 62X 
X Equal Participation 56 X 33X 45X 
X R&D activities 16X 27X 25X 
X Distribution activities** 66% 48% 62% 
%Horizontal Alliances 83% 82% 80% 
%Vertical Alliances 15% 15% 17X 
% Horizontal Partners ** 64% 64% 48% 
% Vertical Partners ** 16% 28% 38% 
X Interregional ** 42% 63% 49X 
% Unequal Sized Partners ** 37X 53% 34% 
X Both Global Partners ** 9X 17X 16% 
Note: % Partners in Fortune 30% 48% 35% 
% Unequal Experienced ** 47X 73% 59X 

16 

D 
22X 

53 X 
46X 
22% 
65% 
70% 
25% 
49X 
31% 
44% 
27X 
11% 

28% 
41% 

**=significant Chi-squared test (a<.05). Percentages for total EC alliances can be found in Table 1. 

The EC firms in quadrant A, being overrepresented in alliances while 

enjoying a comparative advantage, seem to be driven more by market access 

or control and reorganisation of EC markets and less by the search for 

partners for the realization of long run synergies, witness the 

significantly higher pervasiveness of horizontal alliances, in the form 

of simple forms of coordination involving distribution activities and 

remaining within the EC. Partners are significantly more symmetric, both 

small scale and unexperienced. Also the industry attributes, see table 

A.l in appendix, support this quest for extension of geographical scope, 

given that most of the sectors still are local, witness no pervasive 



scale economies, are all moderately concentrated and are not high tech 

(excl. pharmaceuticals). 

The industries in quadrant B, where the EC holds a comparative 

advantage but is less actively engaged in alliances, containing two core 

sectors, chemicals and car manufacturing, are all internationally exposed 

with medium to high scale economies. This may explain why there are less 

intra-EC alliances where partners are big in average size and more 

experienced. The alliances that do come out here seem less aimed at 

market access, given less distribution activities and less simple 

coordination. A more pervasive motive seems to be market control and 

rationalisation in these growth constrained, international markets. In 

order to exert this control more efficiently, firms prefer joint ventures 

with asymmetric financial positions . 

Most of the EC alliances are found in quadrant C, which contains the 

core alliance sector, electr(on)ics. The frequency of distribution as 

well as research activities organised within these alliances may point to 

market-for-technology-swap arrangements . Given less intra-EC alliances 

and more global, experienced players, the technology seems to be sought 

at large players, located outside the EC . 

The industries in which the EC is underactive in alliances , while 

holding no comparative advantage, is difficult to typify given the 

amalgam of industries and services. Note that computer & office 

equipment, a core technology, is situated in this quadrant . 
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Figure 7 

RCAUS·>1 
J 

Chemicals (12) 
Scient & Photogr equipment (4) 
Retail (4) 
Food (3) 
Airlines (3) 
Insurance (1) 
Tobacco (0) 

RAIUS·<1 
J 

Metal Products (6) 
Banking (6) 
Mechanical Engineering (5) 
Wholesale (3) 
Transportation Services (3) 
Construction (2) 
Drink: (1) 
Iron & Steel (1) 
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Characteristics of alliances per US quadrant 

A B c 
" of total Alliances 42" 16" 26" 

" Joint Ventures 72" 55" 73" 
" Equal Participation 39X 30" 56" 
" R&D activities 25" 35" 22" 
" Distribution activities 55" 60" 47X 
"Horizontal Alliances ** 78" 64" 91" 
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" Vertical Partners * 31" 52" 47X 
" Interregional 93" 79X 87X 
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" Both Global Partners * 22" 23" 44" 
Note: " Partners in Fortune 39X 30" 53" 
" Unequal Experienced 63" 61" 57X 
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The industries in which the US holds no comparative advantage, but is 

overrepresented in alliances, contains basically two 'core' sectors, 

electr(on)ics and motor vehicles. Given the presence of large players in 

these sectors, the predominance of alliances between experienced, global 

players is not surprising. Partners are significantly more vertically 

related, where the alliance is almost always in the same technology as 

one of the partners, suggesting that comparative advantages are (re)build 

in these sectors by focusing on synergies with other technologies. 

Whether the US is offering other technologies or market access/control, 

requires a closer examination of partner's positions, see section 4.3. 



This vertical relationship between partners is even more pronounced for 

alliances in quadrant B, where the US holds a comparative advantage, but 

is underrepresented in alliances. But here, given the prevalence of 

alliance activities that are vertically related to the partners', the 

focus is more clearly on synergy exploitation and less on market control 

of strong direct competitors. 

The majority of US alliances can be found in quadrant A, containing 

mostly high-tech, international sectors like pharmaceuticals, office & 

computer equipment and company services . Given that horizontal partners 

and alliances are more predominant here, certainly compared to quadrant 

B, more emphasis seems to be put on the control of direct competitors, 

and access to markets, less so on the realisation of long run synergies, 

certainly when considering the scarcity of research activities organized 

within the alliance in these nevertheless high-tech sectors. 

Figure 8 
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Given the limited number of observations, concentrated in a restricted 

set of industries, the results for the Japanese alliances, presented in 
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figure 8 need to be handled with care. No data on alliance 

characteristics are reported for lack of significant differences. 

The notion that Japanese companies want to protect their core know 

how by avoiding alliances seems to be refuted by the data, since Japan 

tends to be overrepresented in alliance activities in industries in which 

it has a comparative advantage, as compared to the total sample. This 

observation seems to suggest rather that Japanese are good at managing 

information flows and protecting their know how within alliances and as 

such don't need to abstain from alliances to avoid this pitfall. 

Alliances in quadrant A are in high tech sectors which is reflected in 

the frequency of R&D activities organised within these alliances . Also 

in quadrant C, where Japan holds no comparative advantage such as in 

pharmaceuticals, vertically related partners are more pronounced . 

Together with the pervasiveness of distribution activities, this might 

suggest market for technology swaps . But again checking partners' 

positions is required to support this. 

4.3 . Comparative advantages of partners: mix or match 

When considering the similarity in competitive positions of the partners 

three possible outcomes prevail: 

1: Both partners hold a comparative advantage 
11: Only one of the partners holds a comparat ive advantage 

Ill : None of the partners hold a comparative advantage 

Table 3 details for each of these outcomes, their frequency of occurrence 

and the characteristics of the alliance activities in each of these 

outcomes . Companies' competitive positions are considered in their own 

sector, as well as in the sector of the alliance. About 3 out of 10 

alliances are asymmetric, between a weak and a strong partner, leaving 

one third of the alliances between both weak partners and 36% between 

both strong partners . When considering the similarity in competitive 



position in the technology of the alliance, this infrequency of 

asymmetric positions is even more apparent. Both partners having no 

strong position in the sector of the alliance occurs most frequently, but 

not all of these partners have weak position in their own technology. 

Table 3 

Partners' technology Alliance technology 
I II Ill 

X of total Alliances 36" 31" 33" 

" Joint Ventures * 58" 66" 54" ** 
" Equal Participation 51" 40" 47X 
" R&D activities 25" 22" 26" 
" Distribution activities 66" 62" 54" 
"Horizontal Alliances m 73" 84" 
"Vertical Alliances 19X 23" 12" 
" Horizontal Partners ** 63" 29X 63" ** 
" Vertical Partners ** 26" 40" 29X ** 
" Interregional ** 29X 64" 20" ** 
" Unequal Sized Partners ** 36" 39X 26" ** 
" Both Global Partners ** 16" 25" 18" ** 
" Unequal Experienced 55" 55" 53" 

**=significant Chi-squared test (a<.05). (* = a<.10). 
Attention is restricted to Triad alliances only. 

I II Ill 
35" 22" 43" 

58" 71" 55" 
54" 45" 43" 
22" 28" 23" 
64" 59X 63" 
83" 75" m 
13" 24" 20" 
63" 40" 50" 
24" 40" 33" 
22" 100" 17X 
35" 39X 29X 
17X 33" 14X 
59X 51" sox 

In terms of alliance characteristics of symmetric versus asymmetric 

competitive positions of partners, considering own versus alliance 

technologies displays a similar profile. An asymmetry in competitive 

position is extended into a more pronounced size asymmetry between 

partners, as well as into asymmetric participation structures. In 

addition, partners in asymmetric alliances are significantly more both 

global players, from different Triad members, less from the same sector, 

but significantly more from vertically related technologies. The higher 

risks involved in this type of alliances correlates with the higher 

frequency of the more intense commitment mode of joint ventures. 

Alliances that involve both strong partners seem to be driven more 

by market control, less by market access, given the prevailance of 

horizontal and intraregional alliances that involve more simple forms of 

coordination. But with both partners less global and significantly more 

unequally sized, this control seems not to be aimed directly at the 

strongest competitors. When both partners do not hold a strong position, 
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commitment to the alliance is restricted, witness the lower frequency of 

joint ventures. The profile of both weak partners is further symmetric 

in terms of technology, nationality and size. Given that also the 

alliance is predominantly in the same technology as the parents where 

they hold no strong position, (re)building strong positions through 

alliances does not rely on established comparative advantages. 

Table 4 

Partners•technology 
EC US JAP 

Both Strong 40X 
Both Weak 38X 
Own strong/Partner weak 6X 
own weak/Partner strong 16X 

41X 
26X 
18X 
15X 

32X 
18X 
28X 
32X 

Alliance technology 
EC US JAP 

34X 
46X 

8X 
12X 

31X 
1~ 
30X 
22X 

22X 
15X 
34X 
2~ 

When distinguishing between the various Triad members, the more 

pronounced symmetric position of EC alliances cannot be ignored, but is 

not surprising, given the high number of intra-EC alliances. The US but 
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especially Japan engage more in asymmetric alliances, where the asymmetry 

is most pronounced with respect to the sector of the alliance. In 

asymmetric alliances, the EC mostly occupies the weak position, whereas 

the opposite holds for the US. Japan displays a more diffused pattern, 

being somewhat more frequently in the weak position in its own 

technology, but in the strong position when regarding the alliance. 

To check whether the competitive position of a company determines 

its partner selection, Table 5 details for each Triad member the profile 

of its partners in alliances, depending on its own competitive position. 

Given that for the EC the frequency of intraregional alliances, 64%, 

distort the analysis towards symmetric outcomes, EC alliances with non-EC 

triad partners are represented in italics between brackets 6. Whereas 

the profile of partners looks in general very similar for the EC, US and 

6 . For the US and Japan interregional alliances are only a minority, 
resp. 14 and 4%. Hence no separate analysis is reported for these 
subsamples. 
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Japan, distinguishing on the own position on the companies comparative 

advantage profile, reveals a number of interesting differences in 

partners' profiles7. 

Table 5 

PROFILE OF THE PARTNER 
RCA IN OWN & All NO RCA RCA ONLY IN OWN 

EC(exEC) US Jap EC(exEC) US Jap EC(exEC) US Jap 

Total Triad Sample" 46(46)% 45% 47% 46(41)% 42% 40% 10(6)% 11% 8% 

OWN PROFILE •• 

Own strong position: 
RCA in OWN & All 75(44)% 48% 31% 21(52)% 35% 57% 1(1)% 14% 9X 
[37(42)% 49% 48%] 000 

own weak position: 
no RCA 15(45)% 52% 67% 68(36)% 43% 27% 14(9)% 4% 7X 
[48(43)% 38% 41%] 

Only own strong position in own sector: 
RCA in OWN 24(58)% • • 42(21)% • 29(11)% 
[11(13)% 6% 6%] Too few observations for US and Japan 

"When a last possible partner's profile category, RCA only in ALL, is included, row numbers per Triad member, 
add up to 100%. This last category is not reported given its limited occurrence. 
•• Percentages are represented in bold when an overrepresentation occurs, i.e. the frequency of occurrence is 
higher than in the total sample. 
••• Frequency of occurrence in resp. EC alliances, EC alliances with extra-EC partners, US and Japanese 
alliances. When RCA only in ALL, is included, column numbers per Triad member in square brackets, add up to 
100%. 

The overrepresention of the EC in symmetric positions is again apparent: 

when the own profile is strong (weak), alliances with strong (weak) 

partners are dominant and overrepresented . But this tendency towards 

symmetry is indeed due to the intra-EC alliances. When an EC company 

teams up with a US or Japanese partner, it is most likely to seek a 

strong partner in the alliance technology, when it holds no comparative 

advantage in the sector of the alliance. With a strong position in the 

alliance, weak partners are most frequent and overrepresented. When a US 

company holds a strong position both in the alliance and in its own 

7. A chi-squared test was performed between own and partners profile, 
distinguishing 4 possible categories: a RCA in own & alliance sector, a 
RCA only in own sector, a RCA only in alliance, no RCA neither in own nor 
in alliance sector. This chi-squared test was significant for all Triad 
members as well as for the EC alliances with non-EC partners, but for the 
latter as well as for the US and Japan the validity of this test is 
restricted by the limited number of observations for these subsamples. 
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technology, an equally strong partner occurs most frequently where weak 

partners are underrepresented. Vice versa, with a weak US position, 

strong partners are overrepresented and dominant. The partner's profile 

of Japanese companies is completely asymmetric: when the Japanese company 

holds a strong (weak) position, a weak (strong) partner is most frequent 

and overrepresented as compared to the total sample. 

The tendency of the EC to team up with strong partners when an own 

strong position is held, vanishes when a non-EC partner is involved, in 

which case a weak partner is the most frequent, a profile that is similar 

to Japanese companies. The US displays the strongest partner's profile 

when an own strong position prevails. If a EC company is in a weak 

position, in the sector of the alliance as well as in its own sector, the 

predominant weak profile of its partners is again moderated for extra EC 

partners, but nevertheless, the EC is least likely to find a, EC or non

EC, partner that is strong in the alliance activities, compared to the US 

and Japan for which strong partners are predominant and overrepresented 

as partners to own weak companies. A modest but still overrepresented 

number of partners that hold a comparative advantage (only) in their own 

sector smoothens this weakness of partner's profiles for weak EC 

companies. 

All this seems to suggest that strong Japanese companies use 

alliances to obtain market access and/or control, whereas weak Japanese 

companies in addition seek to broaden their knowledge base through 

alliances. A similar tendency can be noted for the EC companies when 

they ally with non-EC partners, although weak EC companies seem to be 

less successful in their quest for strong partners to broaden know-how. 

Given the strong profile of partners to US companies in alliances, the 

drive for synergies and technology access is omnipresent in US alliances. 



This different focus on motives for allying, closely corresponds to 

the differences in alliance characteristics between Triad members, 

notably their technological and geographical links and organisational 

format, as reported in section 2.1. 

4.4. The pattern of comparative advantages and alliances in a number of 

"core" sectors 

In order to further zero in on the relationship between comparative 

advantages and alliances, the "core" sectors in alliances are studied 

into more detail. Figure 6 visualizes this relationship. Attention will 

be focused on how the web of regional and interregional alliances is 

driven by comparative advantages of these nations. Especially in company 

services, electr(on)ics and chemicals, verticals links are predominant 

and need to be taken into account to fully grasp the extent to which 

comparative advantages drive alliance activities. 

Figure 6 
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Note: 

COMPANY SERVICES 
(44 ALLIANCES) 

14X perfectly horizontal 
30X interregional 

11X 

~-~~ 
57X[ EC ---

4
X-- JAP J 2X 

Attention is restricted to Triad alliances only. 

Services 

BANKING 
(47 ALLIANCES) 

60X perfectly horizontal 
15X interregional 

4X J JAP ----- EC 83X 

.. L.~J~ 
The sector is indicated in italics when it enjoys more perfectly horizontal alliances than for the 
total Triad sample (=45X). A perfectly horizontal alliance occurs when the sector of the partners 
are equal and identical to the sector of the alliance, where sector is defined on the NACE-3 digit 
level. Similarly, the sector is indicated in bold when it enjoys more interregional alliances than 
for the total Triad sample (=37X) 
The nationalities that (not) enjoy a comparative advantage are put at the (bottom) top. Note that 
for the banking sector, commercial and savings institutions are considered together. When the 
nationality is overrepresented in alliances, it appears in bold. 
Alliances across or among nationalities are represented by a double (single) line if the type of 
inter/intra national alliances is over (under-)represented in this industry as compared to the 
total sample. 
For the total Triad sample, intra-EC alliances account for 58X, intra-US for 4.5X, intra-Jap for 
1X, EC-US for 22X, EC-Japan for 10X and US-Japan for SX. 

Japan enjoys a comparative advantage in electronics and indeed the EC has 

more alliances with Japan in this sector than in general. Although most 

of these alliances are not perfectly horizontal, both partners, despite 

their origins from different subsectors, remain within the electronics 

sector. Also US companies are more actively engaged in alliances with 

Japan. Although again most of these alliances are vertical, this time 

the US partners come from different sectors, such as car manufacturing 

and printing & publishing, sectors in which the US however holds no 

comparative advantage, but can offer market or technology access. Intra-

EC alliances are underrepresented, which follows from the weak 

competitive position of EC alliances in electronics. These intra-EC 

alliances tend to be more horizontal as compared to the total sector, 

extending the weak position of these alliances. A number of these 

alliances are nevertheless vertical, containing links with car 

maunufacturing, where the EC holds a strong position. EC companies are 
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further overrepresented in alliances with US partners, despite the lack 

of comparative advantage of the latter. Vertical relations that extend 

into sectors where partners in EC-US alliances may hold strong positions 

is limited . Nevertheless, joining forces with a strong secondary player 

(RCAEc < RCAus < 1 < RCAJAP) may prove to be a valid option . 
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In chemicals, the EC and the US hold a comparative advantage, but 

both nations are underrepresented in this sector. Protecting core know

how may drive this restrictive attitude versus alliances . This same 

attitude may explain the underrepresentation of EC and US alliances with 

Japan, given the latter's lack of comparative advantage, as well as the 

underrepresentation of intra-EC alliances. But there are significantly 

more EC-US alliances in this industry than in general, reflecting market 

access and the desire to monitor strong competitors. Although only 37.5% 

of these alliances remain perfectly horizontal, most of the vertical 

alliances remain within the chemicals sector. The typically pattern is a 

partner in basic chemicals joining forces with a partner in applied 

chemicals. A minority of vertical alliances extend into other sectors, 

like oil and rubber & plastics, where both partners enjoy a strong 

position . 

Alliances in car manufacturing display a distinct profile, being 

predominantly horizontal. Only a few alliances extend its technological 

borders. Furthermore, a lot of these alliances are interregional, 

reflecting the drive for market access and control. This is the case for 

the EC and Japanese alliances, which are all horizontal . Although the US 

has no comparative advantage, it still is an important player in this 

industry, and not only because of the market it offers, (RCAus=.93), 

witness the overrepresentation of Japanese and especially EC alliances 

with the US. Within the US-EC alliances there are a number of vertical 

alliances especially from the aerospace industry in which the US does 



hold a strong competitive position. The low frequency of intra-EC 

alliances is striking, explaining the underrepresentation of the EC in 

this industry. 
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Japan and the US enjoy a comparative advantage in computer & office 

equipment, where they are overrepresented in alliances . Following from 

this, alliances between US and Japanese companies are overrepresented, 

building on their mutual strength. Although a majority of these 

alliances are vertical, both partners enjoy a strong position. The EC is 

underrepresented in this sector, but only because of the low number of 

intra-EC alliances. EC firms in alliances seek more frequently a US or 

Japanese partner which enjoy a strong position. The interest from the US 

and Japanese partner may stem from the access and control of the EC 

market. But for the US also vertical relationships prevail with EC 

metals and electr(on)ics, with only the first a strong EC sector. Within 

the intra-EC alliances, 42% display vertical relations notably with 

electronics and chemicals, but also here these vertical extensions do not 

reach into mutually strong positions. 

In company services, the US holds a comparative advantage. The EC 

links more often to the US than on average, but a majority of these 

alliances are vertical, a general characteristic of alliances in company 

services. Vertical relations originate from especially US computer 

companies and EC banks. All this implies that these vertical alliances 

capitalize on the strong position of at least one of the partners. 

However only 18% is among partners that both enjoy a strong position. 

The intra-EC alliances are underrepresented, which is not surprising 

given the low profile of the EC. In addition, these intra-EC alliances 

tend to be more horizontal than the average alliances in this sector. 

Nevertheless still 60% of intra-EC alliances are vertical, again 

establishing ties with banking but also engineering, leaving half of 



these alliances where at least one partner holds a strong position, only 

about 20% between both strong partners. 

In the banking sector, which includes commercial banks as well as 

savings institutions, the overwhelming predominance of horizontal and 

intra-EC alliances is striking. Only commerical banks display some 

interregional and vertical alliance activities. The interregional 

alliances that do occur, cross at the same time sectoral boundaries, 

predominantly into other service sectors, especially insurance. The 

nations that have a comparative advantage are indeed overrepresented in 

alliances in this sector. For the EC this overrepresentation is solely 

due to the inter-EC alliances, which remain within the banking sector, 

reflecting the drive for access, reorganisation and control of the EC 

market, that is not yet fully integrated. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Linking (the lack of) comparative advantages to the intensity and 

character of alliance activities, is a much needed research area, if the 

impact on alliances on the long-run performance of companies and nations 

is to be understood more profoundly. Although the restricted number of 

observations, notably from outside the EC, especially from Japan, and 

from a number of sectors, as well as the lack of reliable, direct 

empirical assessments for a number of important variables, limit the 

generalizability of the results, the analysis reported here is able to 

indicate a number of points of interest. 
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Comparing EC companies in alliances with US and Japanese firms, 

displays already a first divergent pattern, where the latter are more 

engaged in the interregional, vertical and R&D alliances organised within 

a joint venture structure, concentrating on core technologies as 



electronics, cars and computer & office equipment, suggesting that the EC 

is using alliances less actively than the US and Japan to capitalize on 

long-run synergies from broadening their market and technology base. 

Mapping the sectoral distribution of alliances to the pattern of 

comparative advantages over these sectors, further reveals the less 

defensive alliance attitute of US and Japanese companies in sectors where 

they hold a comparative advantage. This unavertive behavior can be 

related to the larger stock of experience of these companies in allying, 

providing managerial excellence in managing information flows within 

alliances, curbing the risk of unwanted leakages, while establishing 

market and technology control and access. Whereas the EC takes a more 

defensive stance when it has a comparative advantage, it is nevertheless 

more actively engaged in alliances in industries where it lacks a 

comparative advantage, as compared to the US and Japan. However, whether 

these alliances are indeed the most effective instrument to (re)build a 

stronger position in world markets, will require a closer look at the 

match in the partner's profile. A market-for-technology swap or a 

control/monitoring of entry may decrease the long run attractiveness of 

improving comparative positions through alliances. 

Whereas the majority of alliances display a symmetric partner 

profile, US and Japanes alliances are more asymmetric. The same holds 

for EC companies that establish extra EC alliances. Weak US and EC 

partners actively seek strong partners but less than weak Japanese 

companies. Strong EC and Japanese partners ally most often with weak 

partners, looking for market and technology access while controlling 

(potential) competition. Strong US partners, as their weak fellow

countryman, seek more significantly strong partners. 

Although in general, the over(under) representation of alliances 

within and between Triad nations seems to correlate with the (lack of) 
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comparative advantages of the partners, technological features influence 

this relationship. Whereas core alliance sectors as computer and office 

equipment, company services and banks, display an overrepresentation of 

alliances with(in) nations that hold a comparative advantage, the low 

intra-EC alliances in car manufacturing, as well as the low intra-EC and 

intra-US alliances in chemicals, prevail despite comparative advantages. 

Given the intense, not controlled global competition in these 

restructuring industries, a strategic defensive stance foil alliances 

among strong direct competitors. In electronics, the overrepresenation 

of EC-US alliances where both hold no global comparative advantage 

suggest a role for allying among non-dominant players to (re)build 

positions versus industry leaders. 

But before drawing any definite conclusions, a more careful analysis 

of the relationship between alliances and comparative advantages is 

required, building on firm level data on comparative advantages, motives 

and performance of alliances, and all this for a sufficiently large and 

various set of companies. The present paper hopes to have sufficiently 

stirred attention for such an analysis. 
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FIGURE 2: REVEALED ALLIANCE INTENSITY IN SERVICES 
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FIGURE 3: REVEALED COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE IN INDUSTRY 
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FIGURE 4: REVEALED COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE IN SERVICES 
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Table A.l. 

SECTOR INTERNAT SCOPE R&D SCALE CONCENTRATION 

Iron & Steel Trade Low High Medium 
Minerals Local Low Low Medium 
Chemicals Global High Medium Medium 
Pharmaceuticals Multidomestic High Medium Medium 
Metal Products Local Low Low Medium 
Mechanical Engineering Global Medium Medium Medium 
Computer & Office Equip Global High High High 
Electr(on)ic Equip Global High High Low 
Motor Vehicles Global Medium High Medium 
Aerospace Trade High High Medium 
Scient & Photo Equip Global Medium Medium High 
Jewelry & Watches Trade Medium Low 
Food Multidomestic Low Medium Medium 
Drink Local Low Medium Medium 
Tobacco Multidomestic Low High High 
Wood Trade Low Low Low 
Printing & Publishing Local Low Low Medium 
Rubber & Plastics Global Medium Medium High 

Source: 
International Scope : on basis of trade-intensity and multinational 
sales: source: European Economy, 188, and Lyons and Davies (1993), 
forthcoming . 
R&D Intensity : on basis of Lyons and Davies (1993), forthcoming 
Scale economies : on basis of Lyons and Davies (1993), forthcoming 
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Global Concentration : on basis of share of largest companies in industry 
sales, Fortune 500, various issues. 


